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Abstract –The project proposes the enhancement of security
system for secret data communication through multi plane
image data embedding in image. A given input audio is
converted to any one plane process. After plane separation,
the data hider will conceal the secret data into the image
pixels. The data hiding technique uses the AES replacement
algorithm for concealing the secret message bits into the
input image. In the data extraction module, the secret data
will be extracted by using relevant key for choosing the
image pixels STEGO image to get the information about the
data. Finally the performance of this proposal in Color Image
and data hiding will be analyzed based on audio and data.

because the text files have a very small amount of data
redundancies.
3. EXISTING SYSTEM
Cryptography is an existing physical technique that
scrambles the deets by rearranging and substitution of
body by making it unreadable to anyone except the
authorised person can capable of unscrambling it. With the
volume of sensitive Internet transaction that occurs daily,
the profit of securing the deets using cryptographic process
becoming a major goal for lot of organizations.
4. PROPOSED SYSTEM
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Reversible encrypted deets concealing in encrypted audios
using chaos encryption, Asymmetric key encryption and
adaptive least significant bit replacement technique.
Steganography is used to hiding the cover deets in
unpredictable multimedia information and is often used in
secret communication between unknown parties.
Steganography is a method of encryption of hiding of deets
among the bits over a cover file, such as a text or an audio
file. This method replaced unused or insignificant bits with
the secret deets. Steganography is not as robust to attack
and hence the embedded deets are vulnerable to crack it.

1. INTRODUCTION
Steganography is a method of hiding the information for
invisible communication. It is similar to cryptography,
where to secure communications from third parties by
make the data not understood, steganography techniques
is used to hide the message itself from an observer and
there is no knowledge of the existence of the message in
the first instant. In sometimes, the sended encrypted deets
will arise suspicion while invisible d e e t s w i l l n o t d o
s o . Both can be combined to produce better protection of
the deets. In this scenario, the steganography fails and the
deets cannot be find if a cryptography technique is used.
Hiding deets in audio format inside images is a new hiding
technique nowadays. An image with a secret information in
the form of audio inside can be easily spread over the
World Wide Web or in a news groups. To hide deets inside
an image without changing its visible nature, the main
source can be changed in noisy areas with many color
differences, so minimum attention will be need to the
modification.

5. BLOCK DIAGRAM

2. OBJECTIVE
The objective of this project is to provide an efficient deets
concealing technique and encryption of the data in which
the image and the audio can be retrieved independently
without any loss. Hiding deets in image is the most
important technique of steganography. The method was to
conceal a secret deet in every nth letter of every word of a
text message. After the booming of Internet and various
types of digital file formats it got reduced in importance.
Text steganography using digital files is not used very often
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k bit in first pixel, second k bits in second pixel and so on,
the deet bits are embed in pseudo-random order. We can
use three scan methods Raster scan method, snake scan,
and Z scan method. Each in both horizontal and vertical
position embedding schemes. In Raster horizontal
scanning, the concealed deets are embedded in row wise
manner. After embedding the deets in a row, the next row
is started scanning from the first pixel. In Raster scanning,
vertical scanning is done vertical and column wise manner.
7.3. Decryption method:
The activity of converting the deets from code into plain
text i.e., "a secret key or a password is required for
decryption". Decryption is the process for transformation
of data that has been unreadable and through encrypt back
to its unencrypted form. In decryption of data, the module
extracts and convert the garbled deets and transform it to
text to audio that are easily understandable and not only by
the reader, but it also by the system. Decryption process
may be accomplished by manually or automatically. It may
be also performed by a set of key or passwords.

Fig -1: Block diagram
6. SYSTEM DESIGN
6.1. Encryption:
Encoding the contents of the deets in such a way that it
conceals its contents from the third person. Cipher text
results that it from plain text by applying the key for
encryption.

7.4. S Box age:

6.2. Decryption:

The substitution of bytes one by one of the comparable
limited field is finished by the substitution tables. They
utilize the extended key capacities for the encryption and
decoding for the substitution.

The process of recovering the cipher text to the plain text.
6.3. Key:

7.5. Discover image:

Encryption and decryption process usually make the use of
a key, and the coding method in decryption can be done
only by knowing the proper key. Hash function generates a
digest of the deets. Substitution of cipher text involves by
replacing an alphabet with another character of same
alphabet set. Mono-alphabet system uses a single alphabet
set for the substitution. Poly-alphabet system uses multiple
alphabet set for substitution.

In the s box age methodology the underlying advance is to
locate the opposite augmentation of all the limited field
components .The statement of locate the reverse is given in
the underlying advance, which is the information
parameter. The info byte and the modulo polynomial are to
be rearranged by ventures of the reversal method in the
posting.

7. METHODOLOGY
7.1. Encryption password:
The password doesn’t get embed in the image. The
password is used to influence how the hidden deets are to
be written. Then the end of user want to extract the
concealed deet, they must apply the password and the
password is used to hide the deets gets read back. If they
did not put the correct password, the deets retrieved will
not look right. If we put in enough error detective code, you
will detect it with relatively more probability whether the
deets was retrieved absolutely. The cover image save the
messages as a stego file. It will do the similar when user
want to extract the deets from stego image. The user needs
to give the right password.
7.2 Scanning:
A scanning pattern is a pattern by which the pixels are
accessed to embed the deets. Instead of embedding the first
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3. CONCLUSION
The objective of the proposed steganography calculation
decline the blurred pixels in each edge so as to build the
installing limit. The proposed calculation is to improve the
implanting limit, keeps up the nature of the stego sound
progressively productive, basic, fitting and precise than
other calculation, just as it makes the mystery information
increasingly secure.

Hardware Requirements





Processor
: Any Processor above 2GHZ
RAM
: 2 GB
Hard Disk
: 250GB
MATLAB is a logical programming language stage which
gives solid scientific help to actualizing of cutting edge
calculations. It is hence that MATLAB is generally utilized
by the picture handling and PC vision network. New
calculations are all around liable to be actualized first in
MATLAB, to be sure they may just be accessible in
MATLAB.
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